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My own darling Effie 
       I am so sorry to hear such bad news about your hay fever & about your eyes and 
particularly about the asthma & all the attendant horrors.  I think that any trouble with ones 
breathing is the most difficult to bear of any thing.  It is quite natural that it should be for 
breathing is one of our most rapid vital functions & tho ordinarily carried on utterly unnoticed 
by us it is none the less important for that.  And so any thing that interferes at all with it is so 
very distressing.  I think that I must be sharing your trouble for ever since I got here I have a 
cold and my colds are always in the head & last week I was completely “bunged up.”  I sneezed 
constantly “waved the handkerchief” as you call it all the time felt more like staying in my room 
than teaching & looking through microscopes.  I believe that things are a trifle better now. 
      I think that Aunt Mag is very mean to keep prying in this fashion.  When Julie was 
engaged she not only kept it a secret tho’ we all knew in a case like that how it was but she 
became infuriated if any one mentioned the possibility of such a thing.  Now I am sorry to have 
her act so but I shouldn’t satisfy her if I were you.  She has no right to pry into your concerns & I 
should almost feel like telling her so if it could be done without rudeness.  I don’t object on 
general principles to having our engagement known though I feel as you that it is too sweet & 
too precious to us now.  It is so new to us that it seems a shame to make it public talk just yet.  
But if Aunt Mag is trying to find out our secret that is enough to make me feel like refusing to 
gratify her.  I am sorry darling that you must fight this battle all alone. [ill.] I know that you feel 
that I shall be delighted with anything you do & that will help you maybe some.  I shall willingly 
second any thing you do.   

Do you know darling I was thinking last night about our separation & how hard it is to 
bear now & I was struck for the first time forcibly with the fact that it is to this very separation 
that we owe all our present happiness.  I think that nothing but the prospect of that long 
separation & awful loneliness could have made me risk a confession considering what was at 
stake.  I honestly believe that if I had been only starting for Baltimore & had been expecting to 
see you at Christmas I should have gone away in doubt again rathe and waited hoping to get 
some indication that you loved me.  Nothing I believe short of this stake would have driven me 
to risk it all.  My own Effie you have really no idea how intensely cousinly & friendly you were all 
the time.  Dont think that I want to blame you for hiding your feelings & especially considering 
how you thought me to feel you could have done nothing else consistently with self respect.  I 
don’t wish that we had never been friends for we have all that as so much clear gain.  It only 
made it the harder for us to see our true feelings & find each other out but thus done how 
much more we love each other.  We can now talk because there is now between us that perfect 
acquaintance.  We have known each other so very long & intimately that we can almost 
instinctively know & feel for the other.  And so I believe that this awful separation hard as it is 
now has been the means of bringing us closer together than we could have been other wise.  
You cannot know the feelings that went through me as I felt the elevated train sliding down 
town and my time running away.  I felt that I could not go away & leave that matter in doubt 
any longer.  I must know if there was a ray of hope & if there wasn’t then I might possibly when 
I got out there root this thing out.  I could not go out there & keep getting your letters as of 



yore.  In short the thought of this separation made a crisis & I could not go away without 
settling my fate one way or the other.  I have always imagined that a person declaring his love 
to a girl would do so as a sort of form but that both would be conscious that they loved & were 
beloved & that the declaration would be a sort of ceremony that was part of it.  So far as I have 
thought of it in my own case I had always supposed that I should know almost that the one to 
whom I should propose loved me & would accept me.  I think that in many cases it is so.  I never 
imagined that I should ever have to put a question on whose answer so much depended & yet 
feel so little hope that it would be in the affirmative.  And yet there came the crisis and unusual 
as the thing seemed according to my preconceived notions of love making there was one thing 
to be done & it was done.  As you may imagine I watched your face as I told you of this change 
that had come over my feelings & I saw there nothing but pain.  Your fist you had pressed 
against your lips as we got into the thing.  At first you weren’t paying that intense attention that 
you soon did but as the serious character of the conversation began to break in upon you you 
seemed almost turned to stone & I shall never forget the expression of your face.  It seemed as 
though you were suffering terribly.  Then I felt sure that I had done it & that you were going to 
tell me that there was no chance[,] that I did very well in a friendly sort of a way but that there 
was no feeling[,] not a spark of it___  Then of course I was ready to ask if you didn’t think that 
you have cared for me more or differently than you thought without having noticed it but 
before I got to that your frank & honest answer came that you had felt & lately noticed a similar 
change in your own feelings toward me.  I never used up nervous energy so fast before as I did 
during that hour.  I didn’t realize it all at the time how intense the relief & the happiness were.  
I felt weak[,] fairly weak[,] as we went down the steps at Courtland Street.  We were both 
stupefied for a time I think.  I certainly was.  I do not see now how I had the force of character 
to keep my engagement with Barnes.  If I had been in my right mind I couldn’t have done it but I 
went because there was the thing on the time table in my mind.  I was due there at such a time 
& I was too benumbed to think of any thing else.  If I had been capable of thinking I might have 
telegraphed to him & met him the next morning[,] taking an early train from New York.  How I 
wish that I had done so. But I was not capable of thinking of anything except that I must lose my 
darling the moment I had found her.  But never mind dearest we are all right now.  It cost a 
struggle to bring about the change but we are sure now of our feelings toward the other & of 
the return.  The chemist will take some hydrogen gas & some oxygen gas & mix them together 
& they will stand there for an indefinite time but if he touches a spark to them these two gasses 
have such a tremendous affinity for one another that they burst together with a violent 
explosion & form water.  I think it was some what that way in our case.  We had a tremendous 
affinity but might have stayed in simple pleasant relation for an indefinite time but this 
separation was the spark that produced the disturbance & brought us together in a totally new 
union.  And now I guess we had better think of this aspect of our separation.  It is hard to bear 
but we owe every thing to it.  It has shown us how very necessary we are to one anothers 
happiness & how much we can be to one another.  It will slip away and bye & bye I shall take 
the train for New York & I shan’t pass through it without finding out one little girl & then we will 
talk it all over & it will seem all the sweeter because we have had the patience to wait for our 
happiness.  And darling in the meantime I don’t know about subsisting on two letters a week.  I 
once told you in a letter that I didn’t see how lovers could find enough to say to justify them in 
writing every day.  I will take that back.  I have to eat lots of crow lately.  Lee wrote to me just 



yesterday about my boasted platonic friendship but I don’t mind the crow.  It has such a 
delicious sauce.  Do you enjoy being called “saucy”?  My first pun.  I wont do it again for I know 
how you hate them.  But about letters every day.  Is it too often to be decent[?]   I dont think 
so.  I dont believe in patterning after people but I remember that during the last two or three 
years at the university there used to be every day a big fat letter for Mr. Danielson in a hand 
writing which I have since recognized as that of his present wife.  I used then to think how very 
nice it was for him to get a letter every day & didn’t think it looked silly at all.  We are busy folk 
both of us & yet I think we might get a half hour or an hour every day to write & I honestly 
believe it would make us both feel the better.  I suppose that your first thought will be that if I 
keep this thing up there won’t be any thing else but letter writing done on both sides.  First I am 
moderate & ask but one a week.  Then I get dissatisfied & want two a week.  Now it is one per 
day___  Well we had to feel around & find out how we should conduct.  Every thing is now to 
me in this line as it is to you.  I find it very hard to wait till Wednesday & then very hard to wait 
till Saturday.  And you say that your appetite for letters has not yet been gorged.  So let us try 
to send a scrap every day (I call two sheets a scrap). I think I can find the time to write & I know 
I can find some thing to say & I will risk [ill.] & always having some thing to say___       

You say that you didn’t get my letter till Wednesday.  I am surprised at that for I went to 
Lafayette on purpose to mail it on Sunday night & I supposed it left the city at one a.m. on 
Monday morning__  I haven’t quite gotten these mails settled yet.  There are two roads that 
carry the mail and they complicate matters considerably___ 
      Well it has taken me a good long while to get under way & get off my hands some of the 
things I have wanted to write to you about & all this time I haven’t told you any thing about my 
surroundings.  After the scolding I got the other day when I sent you a letter all about Bach & 
none about myself, I scarcely know whether to dare to try & tell you any thing which does not 
strictly concern us & our present concerns or not.  I guess however that after all I have told you 
above that I will risk a letter & tell you some thing about the non ego or the world external to 
myself.  And so Miss Loag if you will take my arm I will give myself the pleasure of a walk to 
Lafayette & will call your attention to some of the things along the way, your being blind & not 
deaf.  As we turn out of the gate in front of my room into the side walk there stands on the 
opposite side of the street a huge cornfield with the corn stalks cut & shocked or put in large 
stacks & beyond this field there is a fringe of woods which present now many a gay color & way 
beyond them a low hill which limits the horizon about five miles away to the west ward.  We 
are at the extreme of Chauncey.  East down the street we see some of the houses but the most 
of them are down that bend in the road just where it goes down into the river valley.  The road 
is a turnpike and just a little way west of the University there is a toll gate & then half a mile 
further there is a house but the next settlement along this road is Morency[,] a small village ten 
miles distant.  Turning now toward the town let us walk along eastward.  You notice there (I 
guess I wont have you blind any longer.  I did that so as to get you take my arm in broad 
daylight but you may open your eyes but needn’t give up my arm.) the ground here is level & 
that we are considerably above the river across which you can look & see a similar hill upon the 
other side.  This is the edge of the prairie & just along the Wabash River it is very rolling & hilly 
& really quite picturesque tho nowhere as rugged even as it is about Madison.  A walk of four 
minutes brings us to the edge of the hill & about us are the houses of the natives.  I will only ask 
you to notice them.  They are generally small [ill.] houses, as though owned by people who did 



not know or did not care for the little fancy things that are used so much to beautify & adorn 
now-a-days even the houses of people of very limited means.  We pass a few stores[,] the 
drugstore where we could buy quite a variety of articles beside drugs[,] a butcher shop & 
general grocery store — and take the road leading quite steeply down the hill.  Four minutes 
more takes us down the second stage of our walk & through the business portion of Chauncey 
but there isn’t very much business done in it because people go to Lafayette for most of their 
purchases except some few provisions.  At the front of the slope the ground falls to a plain 
which is elevated but a foot or two above the level of the river at low water & across this 
stretch to the bridge across the river is built a levee or wide embankment high enough to be 
out of the reach of the river during floods and about as long as the one of the two distances 
which I have just mentioned.  From this Levee you obtain a fine view of the river which at this 
season is about three hundred feet wide & is a swift flowing clearish stream with banks in 
places lined with trees (why have you let got of my arm?), and with the broad floodplain upon 
either side now covered with rich grass with some trees & the browsing place for lots of cows & 
pigs which animals are permitted to run in the streets without let or hindrance.  The bridge 
across the river is a covered wooden structure & as the same passage is used for man & beasts 
& it is never cleaned out you may imagine that the odors of that horrible tunnel are not the 
most fragrant —  It takes you about fifteen minutes to walk comfortably from the University to 
the Lafayette side of the Bridge.  Here you are in Main Street & cross first[,] second and third & 
reach what is called the square bounded by Main & Columbia streets & by third & fourth 
streets & in its center stands in a large enclosure a very handsome court house not yet entirely 
completed.  The business faction of the city is on the four sides of this square & upon some of 
the adjacent streets & beyond there are the houses stretching away from the river up along the 
slopes of the hill.  The stores seen well supplied.  I bought ½ doz very good handkchfs there 
yesterday for one dollar to keep out my cold & thought I was well off to get them so 
reasonably.  The book stores have quite a stock and have shelves where they keep the new 
books as fast as they come out.  The streets of the city you will notice are broad & straight and 
many of them are shaded with handsome trees[,] some of them old trees too and here & there 
you will see very handsome houses where comfort & luxury no doubt abide.  On Columbia 
Street near fifth there is a free public library circulating.  It contains about ten thousand 
volumes.  There are a number of brick churches & in general the buildings are of brick or 
wood[,] stone being the exception and the brick buildings trimmed with terra cotta don’t seem 
to have begun to grow out here as yet.  In two of the streets the steam rail road tracks run 
through the middle of the street as they do in the South & the horses seem used to it.  The 
horse cars run but not very frequently[,] every five or ten minutes or so.  And now let us take a 
drink at this spring at the north east corner of the court house.  Every body seems to stop & do 
that.  Why dont you like it[?]  How strange!!  It is sulfur water & is the intensest sort.  It smells 
so strong of sulfuretted hydrogen that you can smell it two or three blocks away.  And you can 
drink it if you hold your nose so they say.  I have tried it several times & can now if I [ill.] 
strongly take two swallows.  We have had quite a walk.  Here Fritz!!  I forgot Fritz isn’t here — 
poor Fritz.  I will tell you some time about some of the buildings in Lafayette, but as yet I 
haven’t seen any of them myself except the post office[,] the Lahr House & the Episcopal 
Church.  I send you a little scrap which may serve to recall a day which to me was full of 
happiness in spite of two things[,] that we couldn’t sit on the same seat & then I didn’t know 



that you loved me.  I will close this now & I think I shall be able to get it to you by Tuesday night.  
Try now & write every day darling to your own loving Harry 
 
Darling Effie  
       Please send me Col. Langdon’s initials.  The dear fellow asked me to write to him when I got 
settled here & now I have forgotten his initials.  I hope you will get the letter on Tuesday.  I am 
now just about to take it to Lafayette.  O Darling there is one thing I meant to have asked you to 
do for me some time when you have leisure.  That article on the king crab is not to be found in 
Baltimore.  Would you mind going to the Astor Library and asking for the enclosed reference.  
The article will be in German & you can’t do any thing with it but I want you to find out these 
things about it:  1 How many pages it contains.  2 If there are any figures or plates and if so how 
many plates & how many figures.  3 If there are any headings to sections or other indications of 
the contents copy them.  If you could do this it would help me very much.  4 If there are few 
figures & there is at the end of the article a list of them & you could copy this.  It would be a 
great help to me in estimating the contents of the article. I haven’t any idea how long the 
article is or whether it has any figures.  I think that Kingsley of Boston has gotten ahead of me 
on Limulus for he had a paper before the American Association on the subject but I cant yet 
learn what he had or what results he derived.   
    Now my darling goodbye till tomorrow.  I have lots to tell you but must not write 
another moment.  I don’t know when this thing will end.  I keep loving you more & more all the 
time.  If there is any trouble about this ask tell them the circumstances or ask for Mr. Saunders 
the librarian & it will be all straight.  It would be a joke if they didn’t have it wouldn’t it.  All my 
visit to New York for nothing & you made miserable in the bargain.  Weren’t you 
complimentary to tell me so & I was so happy all the time only to be near you.  Yes darling dont 
explain.  I understand you.  I was only joking.  It is just about a month since we went to 
Neuburgh.  Farewell with much love. 
     
 


